Ultrasound-stimulated microbubble enhancement of radiation response.
Cancer therapies result in the killing of cancer cells but remain largely ineffective, with most patients dying of their disease. The methodology described here is a new image-guided cancer treatment under development that relies on physical methods to alter tumour biology. It enhances tumour responses to radiation significantly by synergistically destroying tumour blood vessels using microbubbles. It achieves tumour specificity by confining the ultrasonic fields that stimulate microbubbles to tumour location only. By perturbing tumour vasculature and activating specific genetic pathways in endothelial cells, the technique has been demonstrated to sensitise the targeted tissues to subsequent therapeutic application of radiation, resulting in significantly enhanced cell killing through a ceramide-dependent pathway initiated at the cell membrane. The treatment reviewed here destroys blood vessels, significantly enhancing the anti-vascular effect of radiation and improving tumour cure. The significant enhancement of localised tumour cell kill observed with this method means that radiation-based treatments can be potentially made more potent and lower doses of radiation utilised. The technique has the potential to have a profound impact on the practice of radiation oncology by offering a novel and safe means of reducing normal tissue toxicity while at the same time significantly increasing treatment effectiveness.